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Project Title: The Bosque Education Guide & New Mexico STEM Ready! Science Standards
Project Objective. This project provides curriculum for New Mexican teachers to support their
students’ understanding of the vital importance of riparian and aquatic ecosystems to native
wildlife, including 8 Species of Greatest Conservation Need (SGCN). The project includes
updating six activities in the Bosque Education Guide1 to correlate with recently adopted New
Mexico STEM Ready! Science Standards2, Spanish translation of the Changing River activities
(supported by previous SwW funds), educator workshops, and curriculum dissemination.
The Guide provides an extensive curriculum about New Mexico’s riparian and aquatic habitats,
areas considered top priority for habitat conservation by the New Mexico Department of Game
and Fish (NMDGF).
Process. Writing Team members have met weekly since the grant period began. We reviewed
the six Natural History activities and asked teachers who had used the materials what worked
best about the activity and ways to improve it. We brainstormed changes. Then, we looked at
each activity for Disciplinary Core Ideas (DCIs), Crosscutting Concepts (CCCs), and Science &
Engineering Processes (SEPs) addressed. We added phenomena statements and lesson questions
to help frame each lesson in the format of NM STEM Ready!/Next Generation Science
Standards (NGSS)3 best practices. As we finished each draft activity, we sent it to our Teacher
Fellows for their professional reviews. We also asked additional educators for ideas and reviews
as we went along. Teachers were great at telling us when we had bogged down with too much
information, when the flow of the directions was confusing or that a particular activity was best
for certain grades and not others. The final result was much improved with their assistance!
Teachers had hoped to use/test activities with their classes, but when the fall came and COVID
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issues continued to affect all aspects of school life, very few were able to test them before the
semester ended. Following are two examples. A high school teacher wanted to test the Invasive
Species activity, but as she started, and wanted students to collaborate, she realized it had been
too long since they had worked in teams. Because of the pandemic and online classes, there were
many other skills they needed to practice before they could do the Invasive Species activity.
Another teacher, who had taken her students to the bosque on monthly Bosque Ecosystem
Monitoring Program (BEMP) trips in past years, found her students, and the whole school, far
behind in what they typically could do; the school went to extended days and focused on reading
and math, with no time for bosque activities.
Teacher Fellows. We worked with many teachers through the activity writing, drafting, and
reviewing process. Initially, during the late spring and summer of 2021, we had six Teacher
Fellows providing helpful comments on our draft activities. When the fall semester started,
teachers once again faced the challenge of teaching during a pandemic: students behind in their
progress needing additional help, students needing emotional support through and after months
of remote zoom classes, teachers feeling that they could not “add one more thing” to their overthe-top lives. So, in terms of the budget, the six original Teacher Fellows received stipends as
budgeted in June, 2021. Through the fall, some Teacher Fellows found the time to review, but
not all. We found additional teachers who helped with secondary activities, content experts who
could advise on specific activities, and a few retired or informal educators who could review and
advise about our draft material. We ended up paying seven educators stipends in the second
portion of the grant year.
Key Habitats and Conservation Actions:
The State Wildlife Action Plan for New Mexico4 (SWAP) gives all riparian and aquatic habitats
top priority (Tier 1) for habitat conservation due to their limited extent and disproportionate
importance to many wildlife species. The Guide, as a whole, focuses on riparian and aquatic
ecosystems and their importance in New Mexico. Through many engaging activities, students
learn about these unique ecosystems, the diverse animals and plants that depend on them, and the
value of these habitats to our communities. The Guide supports NMDGF Conservation Actions,
as outlined in the SWAP, regarding helping the public understand the value of riparian and
aquatic ecosystems. By revising these activities to address the current science standards, teachers
will be more likely to use them, so that students, and in turn their families, will learn about the
importance of riparian and aquatic ecosystems. Increased public awareness and support for
conservation are necessary to protect these habitats and the species that live there into the future.
Updated Activities (with SGCN). We revised six activities in the Bosque Education Guide: The
Web, Bosque Bugs Boogie, Bosque Survey, Mapping Species Richness, Crane Migration, and
Invasive Species. They are all now aligned with the New Mexico STEM Ready!/Next
Generation Science Standards. Activities also address four New Mexico-specific standards. The
updated Appendix includes a cross-reference chart to help connect the standards and activities
that address them, as well as the full text of the standards addressed in these activities. Standards
for kindergarten through high school are included. These updates give New Mexico educators
tools to use our local bosque ecosystem in their teaching.
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Eight SGCN are specifically included in these activities (Southwestern Willow Flycatcher,
Razerback Sucker, Rio Grande Silvery Minnow, Northern Leopard Frog, Bald Eagle, Lucy’s
Warbler, Yellow-billed Cuckoo, New Mexico Meadow Jumping Mouse).
In The Web activity, mosquitoes are used as an example of the importance of all species in the
web of life: What if there were no more obnoxious mosquitos? Which animals eat mosquitoes
and would be affected if they disappeared? Southwestern Willow Flycatcher, Razorback
Suckers, Northern Leopard Frogs are used as examples. When challenging students to think of
introduced species effecting habitat loss: Starlings will take tree cavities earlier in the year,
affecting Lucy’s Warblers’ nest success, while non-native Bullfrogs eat native Northern
Leopard Frogs, impacting their numbers. In the Bosque Survey activity, a question regarding the
important habitat provided by New Mexico’s cottonwood bosque for rare and threatened species
and SGCN uses Northern Leopard Frog, Bald Eagle, Yellow-billed Cuckoo, Southwestern
Willow Flycatcher, Rio Grande Silvery Minnow, and New Mexico Meadow Jumping Mouse
as examples. In the Mapping Species Richness activity, students color maps to see where the
largest numbers of species of birds can be found; they are asked to think of species that need that
riparian habitat. Bald Eagle, Yellow-billed Cuckoo, Lucy’s Warbler, and Southwestern
Willow Flycatcher are listed as examples. And in the Invasive Species activity, where students
research invasive species at a fictional wildlife refuge, they identify specific bosque species, such
as SGCN, affected by the introduced ones; they must think of ways to manage an area for
ecosystem health and diversity in the future. All of these activities emphasize the importance of
riparian habitat and understanding the complex interactions of animals and plants to the survival
of all species in our unique bosque.
While our focus is the state science standards, there are opportunities to include English
Language Arts and math in these activities. One example is the Bosque Survey activity where the
Statistics and Probability standards for middle school are a particular focus.
Activities are laid out and ready for hard copy and online posting. The new activities will be
posted on the Bosque Education Guide section of the New Mexico Museum of Natural History
& Science website, downloadable for free.
Educator Workshops. Team members presented two full-day workshops for educators, going
through the main ideas and activities of the Guide in both the classroom and in the field and
using the newly-revised activities that were provided in hardcopy. At each workshop, attendees
completed evaluations through questionnaires at the end of the day.
Workshops were in July and November, 2021. A workshop scheduled for January 15, 2022, was
postponed due to high Omicron numbers in New Mexico. Both workshops presented had low
registrations (8 educators total) but appreciative attendees! We piloted using the new NGSS/NM
STEM Ready! Science Standards during the workshop, weaving these into the activities. We
began with Bosque Bugs Boogie as an ice breaker and way to introduced how standards are
presented in the Guide. The November workshop was a warm fall day, so we spent quite a bit of
time outside for COVID safety, doing the model on a picnic table. We plan to offer a workshop
in March and are looking at alternative approaches our teacher advisors have suggested.
Throughout our work, our long-term goal is the same—to inspire teachers and build confidence
in using our local ecosystem with their students.
Looking forward: As we all know, teaching during this pandemic has challenged all educators
in many different ways. We invited several teachers who have been successful with their online
teaching to join us for a discussion about ways we could help educators during this challenging
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time. We had three veteran teachers join our discussion, each sharing great ideas that we hope to
build on this coming year.
Spanish translations. Accomplished primarily with in-kind support from the Rio Grande Nature
Center and the New Mexico Museum of Natural History & Science, Chapter 4 River of Change,
including six activities, was translated into Spanish. These activities were reworked into New
Mexico STEM Ready!/NGSS activities with Share with Wildlife funds in 2020. These will be
posted online with the rest of the Bosque Education Guide material. This allows students to learn
science and understand their local environments regardless of their English proficiency.
Deliverables.
1. Six “Natural History” activities in the Bosque Education Guide were redesigned to align with
the New Mexico STEM Ready! Science Standards. These will be provided in print version to
participants of teacher workshops and online. Revised activities represent essential topics
including food webs, the importance of riparian habitat, and invasive species.
2. The Changing River activities (revised in Spring 2020 with Share with Wildlife support) were
translated into Spanish. Spanish versions are fully formatted and will be available for free
download.
3. Two educator workshops were offered to introduce the newly redesigned activities to teachers
(one paid through this grant, the other had separate funding).
4. The new activities posted on the Guide’s website, available free for download:
https://nmnaturalhistory.org/educational-resources/sections/bosque-education-guide
[Posting by NM Museum of Natural History & Science—timing to be determined.]
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Workshop Comments July & November 2021
How do you think the workshop went today?
• Excellent! There was a good balance of demoing activities to get a feel for the experience
for a student and talking about the theory behind them. Also a nice balance of time spent
inside and outdoors.
• It was very informative, fun, and useful!
• Very good. Lots of great info. Some frustration around getting side-tracked, but even those
were mostly productive and interesting.
• It went really well. We covered many components of envt. ed that I did not know.
What was the best part of the workshop for you, and why?
• As a person starting my journey in environmental ed, this was super useful and gave me a
lot of tools I am certain I will apply when working with kids, which makes me feel more
confident and prepared.
• The walk to the river. The point of envt ed is to get kids to experience/understand the
outside world.
• The wealth of resources/activities obtained.
• The bosque walk. It showed real examples.
What aspect of the workshop most needs improvement, and why?
• Weather permitting, more outdoor time (…a very small complaint).
• I thought the river activity might have lasted a little long.
• I would love to learn/practice fun, quick games for younger students.
• Focus or streamlined? I sometimes felt like some info was rushed through & others dragged
on a bit.
• Nothing, it was great.
Rate your confidence in teaching about bosque ecology
• I am newish to the working with kids’ side of this, but this workshop makes me feel more
ready! Thank-you!
• Regarding Service Learning--Volunteering is a great way to help the ecosystem AND hang
out with people passionate about biology.
Please complete this sentence: Before this workshop, I never realized that…
--we had cryptobiotic crust in the bosque!
--there were people so committed to educating people about the bosque specifically.
--the bosque guide had such a diverse age range it could be adjusted to.
--beaver and porcupine bites were so cool! Crane ketteling! Cottonwood life cycle.
--a roly-poly had 14 legs.
--this resource existed. I want every educator to take this training!
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Teachers doing an inch-worm walk, Bosque Bugs Activity

Southwestern Willow Flycatcher card on Changing River model
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Changing River model – Rio Manso
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